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Arian van der Werff amazed to win 2015 VZM tournament

Speechless Arian van der Werff, winner of
the 2015 edition

When asked how he has played Arian van der Werff answered: “Like
the previous years, some very good scores, while other holes very
bad.” Less than half an hour later he was amazed being the winner of
the 2015 edition of the VZM Dutch Aviation Open. With an impressive
score of 38 points, seven points more
Name
Score
than the runner-up of this year – Robert
1 Werff, Arian van der
38
Rijnsburger – an astonished Arian
2 Rijnsburger, Robert
31
received the Hans Minnee Challenge
3 Hage, Toon ten
30
Trophy. But looking at his scores in the
Spek, Ron
30
previous four years, Arian achieved an
Blom, Ron
30
impressive record. Starting with score of
Puffelen, Hendrik-Jan van
30
35 in 2011, he became fourth in the
7 Wall, Kevin
29
competition and the year thereafter he
8 Bergh, Ronald van den
28
finished in second place. Only last year

he was not in the top 10.
This year was the tenth time of the Nearest to the
Centerline competition. Until this event the winner was
able to bring a F16 model home. As the Royal
Netherlands Air Force is scheduled to introduce the F35, also known as Joint Strike Fighter (JSF), Steve
Netto decided it was time to replace the F16 model with
a JSF model. The model is mysteriously heavier than
the plastic F16, however Steve was not allowed to
disclose any details about the materials used. Kevin
Wall was very close to the center line, but at the end of
the day Frans van de Pol beat him and became the first
winner of this new JSF model.
After two years with a small group of participants in the
clinic, this year the competition was more intense. More
than half of the nine participants were Clinic veterans Clinic winner Harm
van Engelen
most of whom, according to the pro, showed the
progress he was hoping for. But he was impressed with newcomer Harm
van Engelen - a real talent. He should be able to
become a future challenger for the Hans Minnee
Trophy. Therefore, it was no surprise he won the clinic
competition. The book about basic golf rules which he
won should encourage him to participate in the
competition next year.
Fortunately the weather turned out to be perfect for
playing, not too warm and no rain. Even the marshals
noted that the group was having fun: “they are not
First JSF winner
Frans van de Pol
fast, but we can clearly see that they are enjoying
themselves.”

Block September 13, 2016 in your agenda

Traditionally the VZM Dutch Aviation Open is on the 2nd
Tuesday of September. So that is September 13 next year!
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The Hans Minnee Challenge Trophy
The Dutch Aviation Open Challenge Trophy is a sculpture made by
Gary Price. The trophy is named after Hans Minnee, co-founder of VZM
Management Services, who passed away unexpectedly in April 2003.
Hans was the driving force behind the start of the golf tournament and
discovered the sculpture himself during a business trip to the US.

For more pictures go to the VZM website

Outline of VZM Management Services
VZM Management Services is widely recognized to provide change leadership and business
development support to enhance the customer’s business results, both as interim executive
management and as consultancy. VZM has a broad international customer base in the aviation
industry. The company was formed in 1996 and has offices in the Netherlands and in the United
States. Each year VZM publishes its now famous Commercial Aviation & Maintenance Market
Outlook, which is freely accessible for all subscribers to the VZM site.
Headquarters
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phone: +31-252-222 123
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